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Executive Summary

Title: The Need for US Coast Guard Underwater Mission Development

Author: Lieutenant Commander Fred Bertsch, United States Coast Guard

Thesis: Ultimately, careful analysis of the threats and hazards presented by expansions in underwater activity that overlap with Coast Guard roles and responsibilities necessitates the need for the Coast Guard to begin developing an underwater mission.

Discussion: Activity within the underwater realm of the maritime domain continues to expand. Advances in technology such as increasing use of unmanned underwater vehicles, proliferation of fiber optic cables, and observation posts on the ocean floor will raise the level of human interactions with the underwater environment. Besides the additional benefits associated with the increasing interaction come substantial threats and hazards ranging from potential smuggling or terrorism to extensive environmental disasters. As one of the nation’s leading maritime organizations, the US Coast Guard possesses unique roles and responsibilities essential to addressing these threats. From counter narcotic operations to regulatory oversight and management of boating safety, the Coast Guard will play an important role in mitigating the hazards posed by the expansion in underwater activities. It is important for the Coast Guard to identify the potential requirements for an underwater mission and quickly develop the means to counter the threats. While substantial threats exist, countless methods of addressing the challenges also exist. The Coast Guard needs to ensure its personnel are properly prepared to meet this developing challenge through knowledge and expertise while building partnership efforts and utilizing advances in technology.

Conclusion: Eventually, the expanding underwater threats and hazards will require responses to protect the nation, its citizens, its resources, and the global economy. Potential solutions abound and are likely to increase to address the threats and hazards, but incorporating the advancements and technological solutions requires capacity and capability. Because the Coast Guard’s roles and responsibilities address safety, security and stewardship issues in the maritime domain, the Coast Guard needs to begin developing underwater mission capabilities to handle the challenges associated with the expanding activity in the underwater environment.
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Preface

Intrigued by the use potential for growth in subsurface activity over the next few decades, I undertook this research to assess the potential for the Coast Guard missions to expand into the underwater environment. The idea first captured me when skimming the *US Coast Guard Evergreen II Project Report*, which identifies the potential changes in the maritime domain that might challenge Coast Guard operations by 2020. As an effort to identify and prepare for potential future challenges, the strategic project noted that expansion of underwater activity could necessitate development of a Coast Guard underwater mission. Throughout my research and analysis, I was amazed to discover the extensive amount of underwater activity people and companies already engage in and how this growth influences aspects of everyday life. While I believe the future will dictate that the Coast Guard and other agencies become actively engaged in the underwater environment to combat the hazards and threats, I am more surprised that more action has not already taken place. It is my hope that this project will spur further discussion and engagement in the topic and foster a proactive approach to dealing with the future possibilities.

This project required a significant amount of time and effort by numerous other people. I would like to thank all those involved in the process, both formally and informally, who gave me great ideas, conducted reviews, or just talked at length about the project with me. I especially would like to thank my project mentor Dr. Swanson for the great feedback, helpful discussion, and overall guidance navigating me through the process. Additionally, I greatly appreciate my military faculty advisor Lt. Col. Sullivan for support, guidance, and encouragement throughout the project and the entire year. Finally, I cannot express my gratitude and love enough for my wonderful and supportive family, headed by my wife Jessica, who has been understanding, supportive, and when needed critical to keep me on track, motivated, and successful. Thank you.
Introduction

Activity within the underwater realm of the maritime domain continues to expand. The potential changes in underwater capabilities and resulting human interactions with this element of the maritime environment will present both additional benefits and new hazards. As one of the nation’s leading maritime organizations, the US Coast Guard possesses unique roles and responsibilities essential to addressing these threats. In a strategic project envisioning necessary missions in future environments, the US Coast Guard hypothesized that increased activity in the subsurface domain would necessitate the development of an underwater mission for the Coast Guard.¹ Identifying potential advancements that are opening the underwater environment to usage by commercial, recreational, scientific, and criminal elements as well as the military, the Coast Guard anticipates the requirement for underwater responsibilities and capabilities within its missions in the next 20 years.² Critical analysis is necessary to determine whether this is appropriate. Expanding the Coast Guard mission set to include underwater efforts would require leveraging partnerships and expanding current knowledge, capabilities, and resources. However, as stewards of the American public and constrained by resources, the Coast Guard should not invest time and effort in this pursuit if an underwater mission is not appropriate.³ Conversely, if incorporating an underwater mission is appropriate, then the Coast Guard quickly and efficiently needs to pursue development of the capability to ensure it is properly prepared when called upon.

Ultimately, careful analysis of the threats and hazards presented by expansions in underwater activity that overlap with Coast Guard roles and responsibilities necessitates the need for the Coast Guard to begin developing an underwater mission.

Seeking to analyze the appropriateness of the underwater mission for the Coast Guard, this paper will first discuss the importance of the maritime domain followed by an examination
of growth and advancements in underwater activities. Building on the expansion of underwater activities, the second section will analyze the potential threats and hazards associated with the underwater operations. Next, the paper will address how these fit into the roles and responsibilities of the Coast Guard and assess the necessity for the Coast Guard to develop an underwater mission in response to the threats and hazards. Finally, the paper will conclude with potential solutions to address the threats and hazards. Examining the roles and responsibilities of the Coast Guard in light of the expanding threats and hazards within the underwater domain illustrates the importance for the Coast Guard to develop the personnel and capabilities to execute underwater missions.

**Importance of the Maritime Domain**

Covering approximately 72 percent of the planet’s surface, water plays an integral part of life for human civilization.\(^4\) Besides being essential to sustaining life, water serves critical roles within society through the maritime environment. Comprised of the oceans, lakes, rivers, and connecting waterways, the maritime environment facilitates the world’s economic system, harbors vast resources, provides borders, and possesses substantial potential for future opportunities through the majority of still unexplored regions on earth.\(^5\) People have relied on the maritime environment for transportation throughout history and this trend continues with millions of people using maritime modes of transportation each year, both on daily commutes or vacations.\(^6\) Beyond transportation of people, the maritime environment serves as a critical link in the global economy.\(^7\) Providing an efficient and effective means to transport large quantities of goods cheaply, the maritime transportation system connects the world’s landmasses facilitating globalization.\(^8\) Over 90 percent of the world’s commerce in volume currently travels
via the maritime transportation system at one point in the supply chain.\textsuperscript{9} Protecting the global economy and providing maritime security remains a critical role for sovereign nations.\textsuperscript{10}

In addition to transportation, the maritime domain also provides a plethora of resources. Humans have and continue to harvest marine animals ranging from fish to crustaceans for a variety of reasons including use as food.\textsuperscript{11} Additionally, petroleum, natural gas, and other abundant natural resources within the maritime environment provide exploitation opportunities for humans to meet consumer demands.\textsuperscript{12} Yet despite the extensive use of the maritime environment, much of the earth’s oceans remain a mystery, not fully understood, explored, or exploited at depths.\textsuperscript{13} The oceans remained this way because of the extreme conditions and difficulties associated with underwater activities. However, as technology advances and the capabilities to explore, research, and exploit the maritime environment becomes more prevalent, this is likely to change rapidly, generating more potential for conflict among interested parties.\textsuperscript{14}

**Expansion of Underwater Activity**

Modern advances in technology and science continue to make the underwater environment more accessible to everyone.\textsuperscript{15} Previously, underwater activities for people other than the military were generally limited to depths within 100 feet of the surface for typical divers. Now, using compressed air with normal scuba gear allows technical divers to submerge up to 190 feet and those using mixed gas systems can go upwards of 260 feet.\textsuperscript{16} While diving continues to push the boundary depths available for exploration, the volume of recreational diving throughout the world expands with more people enjoying the underwater realm.\textsuperscript{17} Expanding the depths of exploration even further, submarines open up additional possibilities.
Submarines fall into two categories. First large submarines primarily belong to the military with crews that remain underwater for long periods. The second category includes small submarines limited to a few people intended for exploration. Currently limited by expense, it is reasonable to expect small submarines to grow in numbers, potentially even used for commercial tourism and research, as technology becomes cheaper. The World Tourism Organization predicted that adventure travel, including exploring underwater sites, would emerge as one of the top five tourism products in the next decade. In 2007, a Russian explorer in a mini-submarine planted a Russian flag in the sea floor at the North Pole, demonstrating the capabilities of these vessels to conduct arduous operations in hazardous climates.

Figure 1. Picture from video of a Russian miniature submarine planting the Russian flag on the sea floor below the North Pole. (Photograph from Reuters, September 20, 2007.)

The exploration of the maritime environment though occurs through other means besides diving and submarines. Remotely operated vehicles or unmanned underwater vehicles also provide the capability for underwater exploration, even accessing regions not considered a
decade ago.  Various types of these vehicles are already in use throughout the commercial, academic, and military communities with different purposes, designs, and capabilities. Militaries, including the US Navy, worked on developing remotely operated vehicles throughout the past three decades for numerous missions including counter mine operations. Academics on the other hand, tend to utilize unmanned underwater vehicles for collecting environmental data, exploring underwater regions, and conducting research in the maritime environment. Demonstrating the enhanced capabilities of autonomous underwater vehicles and the access to the subsurface environment they provide, researchers utilize the vehicles to collect data ranging from ice thickness in the Arctic to exploring deep-sea volcanic eruptions on the ocean floor. Commercial usage of remotely operated vehicles ranges widely from conducting commercial salvage to offering consumers opportunities to explore the ocean remotely via virtual reality. For instance, a remotely operated vehicle controlled from a support ship provided video and photographs from the wreckage of the *Titanic*, accessing places unavailable to humans. Remotely operated vehicles provide greater subsurface mobility and capability than ever before. As a whole, these advances in technology are increasing the amount of human interaction with the underwater environment.

Figure 2. A US Navy self-propelled remotely operated vehicle able to take video and pictures. (Photograph from http://www.navy.mil/navydata/nav_legacy.asp?id=291 courtesy of Oceaneering Technologies, Upper Marlboro, MD.)
While advances in technology open up additional areas, the advances also multiply the type of activities occurring within the underwater region. The abundant natural resources of the maritime environment, such as minerals and oil, remained unavailable for many years due to the inability to access them and safety concerns, but the accessibility provided by advancing technology now allows the possibility for harvesting. The potential for underwater harvesting of resources ranges widely in scope and area, from oil drilling in the Arctic to timber cutting flooded lakes. In the Arctic region, vast mineral deposits and millions of gallons of natural gas and oil await extraction. Given the United States’ energy needs, it is apparent that offshore oil development will continue in the future. For instance, over the next two years Shell Oil Company plans to drill six wells at depths of 140 feet approximately 70 miles offshore in the Chukchi Sea. At these proposed depths of water, the wells are more accessible to divers and remotely operated vehicles in the event of an emergency. Within the Gulf of Mexico and off the Florida coast there remain numerous active or planned drilling operations, including ones off...
the Cuban coast.\textsuperscript{37} Natural resources accessible in the underwater environment also include renewable resources like fish or fresh water in the Arctic region.\textsuperscript{38} Even submerged timber may provide the opportunity for extraction as the world’s demand for wood grows.\textsuperscript{39} These types of new underwater activities originate from advances in technology.

As technology progresses, undersea infrastructure will continue to expand. Already, underwater fiber optic communication cables and pipelines play an important role in providing information and energy.\textsuperscript{40} Not only will these infrastructures continue their growth, but additional underwater infrastructures will also join the environment. Research efforts continue to incorporate underwater infrastructure ranging from sensors to observation areas in order to broaden the knowledge of marine environment and environmental sciences.\textsuperscript{41} Production on observatories and outposts on the ocean floor began in 2005 with numerous other research observation areas planned for development.\textsuperscript{42} One envisioned project is networking and wiring a tectonic plate for remote observation of movements.\textsuperscript{43} Using fiber optic and submarine cables, scientists are working to expand connectivity and power supply to the ocean floor for future developments.\textsuperscript{44} Providing connectivity and power on the ocean floor promotes opportunities for research to enhance the understanding of the underwater environment. Similar efforts may even lead to future underwater facilities that center on commercial aspects, such as energy production or resorts. With the continued push for alternative energy sources, it is likely that energy production from tidal, wave, or current sources will require expansion of infrastructure under the water’s surface.\textsuperscript{45} It is easy to estimate that future activities will blossom and exponentially increase as technology continues to facilitate increased human interaction with the underwater environment.
Threats and Hazards from Underwater Activities

The growing human interaction in the underwater environment also means heightened potential for threats and hazards. These threats and hazards exist in numerous forms and varying aspects. One of the most profound threats will be the increase in loss of life and property since underwater activities contain an element of danger even more than activities above the surface. As more people engage in these activities, the likelihood and numbers of people in danger associated with these activities increases. The same argument also applies to the loss of property and damages. With more vessels and infrastructures underwater, the risk of property loss and damage increases. In general, as activities underwater increase, the potential for human and property losses or damages increases.

Increased underwater activity also expands the threat to maritime transportation, the global economic system, and the nation’s defense. As underwater operations become easier and more prolific, the risk of terrorist action against the maritime systems through underwater activity becomes more likely. Already threats exist of divers attaching bombs or explosives to the bottom of vessels or piers with the intention of causing catastrophic damages, including economic and environmental impacts. These types of threats expand with the increasing underwater capabilities. Small submarines or remotely operated vehicles used by terrorists could facilitate a number of actions ranging from mining harbors or seizing control of vessels to sneaking people or weapons of mass destruction into the United States. Through underwater operations, terrorists also threaten subsurface infrastructures that significantly affect society. Damaging or destroying fiber optic communication lines not only significantly reduces information transfer, but also restricts economic transactions. Fishermen cutting cables
offshore of Vietnam for sale on the black market almost completely severed the country’s connectivity. Similarly, damaging underwater pipelines or electrical transmission lines could interrupt energy supply and production for critical areas. Natural disasters also present potential devastating impacts as typhoons and earthquakes have severed communications lines, causing communication crises in various nations.

Besides terrorists, nation states and criminal organizations could also conduct these types of actions and use the expanding underwater operations to their advantage. As nations steadily advance their underwater capabilities, underwater threats for war or sabotage become increasingly more possible and diverse. Within recent years, the US Navy began to identify the possibility for increased operations in the Arctic by other nations where the Navy has reportedly operated submarines previously against the USSR. As an example of the increasing underwater threats from nation states, mini-submarines from North Korea have reportedly sunk a South Korean ship and inserted terrorists into South Korea. Criminal organizations also use underwater operations to their advantage. The use of self-propelled semi-submersibles and low profile vessels to smuggle drugs over the past decade along with evidence from captured vessels and smugglers also demonstrates the desire of drug trafficking organizations to use vessels capable of complete underwater submergence to avoid law enforcement. Capable of holding thousands of tons of drugs, these submarines also present the opportunity to smuggle people, weapons, or other illicit elements via the maritime domain. Although currently limited by expertise and knowledge of submarine operations, increases in personal submarines, open knowledge and information sharing, and the availability of ex-military personnel from former USSR states suggests that these limitation are capable of being overcome. As criminal organizations expand their capabilities, the potential exists for them provide support for terrorist
operations in exchange for money as well. Collaboration between criminal networks and terrorists present the possibility of smuggling terrorists or terrorism supplies into the country. Similarly, the threat of attacks on Coast Guard vessels or other law enforcement entities deserves consideration. Ultimately, the extension of capabilities in underwater operations threatens the maritime domain awareness of the United States by shielding movement and activity in the nation’s territorial waters.

Increasing underwater operations, especially those exploiting natural resources, also escalates the probability for environmental damages. As demonstrated by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, drilling at vast ocean depths presents opportunities to access large amounts of oil, but that accessibility also multiplies the potential for environmental pollution in a catastrophic event. Unlike previous incidents, Deepwater Horizon occurred thousands of feet below the surface, spilling oil into deep ocean layers with abundant marine life for which little information exists. Catastrophic pollution events might occur through accidents (i.e. the Deepwater Horizon), targeted attacks by terrorists, or natural disasters like hurricanes and earthquakes. Additionally, technological advancement and the growing accessibility in the Arctic region open a vast, remote region to exploration by nations and companies seeking to extract the natural resources. Previous incidents and potential threats make it apparent that advancements in emergency responses are essential to protecting the environment.

In addition to oil, the abundance of underwater natural resources applies to other minerals and marine life. Companies are actively searching to expand methods to harvest marine resources including minerals, wood, fish, and other aquatic life. Undiscovered marine life may provide valuable new organisms and research potential for medical purposes. As people attempt to harvest these types of resources, the increased use could produce additional pollution by
disrupting ecosystems, damaging marine life, or introducing invasive species. For example, companies extracting resources must take care not to disturb the bottom, causing aquatic environmental damage from turbidity and sediment. As with fish and other marine animals, it will be necessary to introduce laws and regulations that dictate appropriate levels and methods of harvesting. Despite regulatory efforts, the increased activity in the underwater region will introduce new environmental challenges, possibly changing the environmental dynamics.

**Coast Guard Roles and Responsibilities for Underwater Issues**

While apparent that the increasing underwater activity presents more hazards and threats, it is still vital to assess whether these hazards and threats overlap with Coast Guard roles and responsibilities. The Coast Guard’s primary statutory role and responsibility remains maritime search and rescue. As the lead agency for maritime search and rescue, the Coast Guard responds to mariners in immediate distress, which already includes missing or injured divers. Without other federal agencies sharing primary responsibility for maritime search and rescue, it is safe to expect that the Coast Guard will be the lead agency for search and rescue involving underwater activities as well. This does not necessarily require the Coast Guard to go underwater itself for rescues, but as more people engage in underwater activities this may become the reality. Trapped, disabled, or injured submarines and divers all pose potential cases for the Coast Guard that might necessitate underwater rescues. At a minimum, the increased subsurface activity will require awareness and response by the Coast Guard, even if limited to conducting search patterns for missing vessels or ensuring broken unmanned underwater vehicles are not hazards to navigation.
In addition to maritime search and rescue responsibilities, the Coast Guard also provides critical homeland security efforts minimizing disruptions to the global system. Known as ports, waterways, and coastal security, the homeland security mission of the Coast Guard involves protecting the nation and the maritime transportation system against terrorist attacks or exploitation through the maritime environment. This mission already involves providing security against limited underwater threats such as divers, generally by sweeping piers for explosives during national security events. As technology promotes improved capabilities for divers, submarines, and remotely operated vehicles, the increasing threat for terrorist to exploit the underwater environment demands heightened attention from the Coast Guard. Ports, waterways, and coastal security efforts also include the protection of critical infrastructure. As critical infrastructure expands in the underwater environment, this role both becomes difficult and critical.

Contributing to the layers of homeland defense, a portion of the Coast Guard’s responsibility involves providing maritime domain awareness. Maritime domain awareness involves locating and tracking vessels or other potential threats in the maritime environment. Again, the expected proliferation of underwater activity will challenge the Coast Guard’s ability to achieve complete maritime domain awareness. While extensive capabilities already exist to locate and track vessels approaching the United States on the surface, the absence of sonar or other detection and tracking capabilities for underwater vessels leaves a substantial gap in the nation’s maritime domain awareness.

In addition to the response aspects of ports, waterways, and coastal security, the Coast Guard also possesses prevention responsibilities for homeland security. Overseeing the approval of area maritime security plans, the Coast Guard works with the public and private
sector of regions to produce plans for responses to terrorist activities and natural disasters. With the increasing potential for underwater attacks and terrorist underwater entry into the United States, the developed response plans need to incorporate counter measures and responses to the associated threats and consequences. Coast Guard prevention roles also include efforts to implement resiliency and promote recovery to critical underwater infrastructure in the event of terrorist attacks or natural disasters.

National defense also remains an important role for the Coast Guard. By working with the US Navy, the increased threats within the underwater environment may not require substantial increases to the Coast Guard’s role in national defense. However, it may still be wise for the Coast Guard to possess the ability to counter potential underwater threats of concern in national defense. The ability to detect subsurface intrusions, employ countermeasures against mines, and protect the United States from attacks originating in the underwater domain could be important national defense roles for the Coast Guard in the event of war or substantial terrorist threats. Although the Navy fulfills these missions during standard times, the preoccupation of the Navy during war shifts the responsibility to the Coast Guard as occurred during World War II and Vietnam. Furthermore, depending on the primary location of the war, the potential exists that the Coast Guard will be actively engaged on the war front where underwater threats exist and require extensive knowledge, preparation, and capabilities to confront. Despite the lack of a national defense underwater mission requirement for the Coast Guard, prudence suggests that the Coast Guard should still incorporate the capabilities to counter underwater activities and threats within the national defense role.

Other significant Coast Guard missions include countering and interdicting drugs and illegal alien migrants within the maritime domain. Both of these missions involve stopping
criminal elements from illegally smuggling in goods and people to the United States. As demonstrated, drug trafficking organizations are steadily advancing their capabilities within the subsurface region, building vessels of various types intended to avoid detection by hiding underwater. The seizure of two submarines in South America illustrates the desire of criminal elements to operate underwater and the lack of extensive intelligence in the area means it is possible that the criminal organizations already possess this capability. As technology advances and becomes more affordable, smugglers of different commodities, including humans, will become increasingly likely to experiment in semi-submersible self-propelled vessels or submarines. As one of the nation’s primary organization responsible for combatting drug and migrant smuggling in the maritime domain, the Coast Guard retains a responsibility to counter these threats.

As a federal law enforcement agency, the Coast Guard enforces federal laws and regulations within the maritime domain that include protecting marine resources. The Coast Guard’s living marine resource mission primarily involves enforcing fishing regulations and laws to protect other marine animals such as Northern Right Whale zones, closed fishing areas, and devices in fishing nets to prevent the entanglement of sea turtles. Currently, other law enforcement activity involves protecting the United States’ exclusive economic zone from illegal encroachment by foreign fishing vessels. The potential extraction of natural resources from underwater operations will require law enforcement efforts as well to enforce regulations and
protect against theft of natural resources from the nation’s exclusive economic zone. Although not solely responsible for developing laws and regulations to protect the nation’s maritime resources, the Coast Guard serves as one of the primary agencies responsible for enforcing the laws and regulations through inspections, boardings, and surveillance. For instance, the US Navy does not have the authority to enforce laws and regulations. In the same manner, the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management possesses oversight for offshore oil drilling, but the Coast Guard will conduct operations to support these efforts. Similar situations are likely to occur within the underwater domain as well with the Coast Guard receiving some responsibility for enforcing laws and regulations developed to protect the natural resources and the exclusive economic zone from underwater operations.

Increased activity in the underwater environment presents the additional threats of environmental pollution, requiring additional preparedness by the Coast Guard as the lead organization for responding to maritime disasters. Demonstrated by Deepwater Horizon, the Coast Guard serves as the lead organization for oil pollution response and recovery in the maritime environment. Originating almost 5000 feet below the surface of the water, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill displays the challenges associated with underwater pollution that the Coast Guard must already handle. Other similar scenarios could easily originate from underwater activities like mineral extraction that necessitate Coast Guard response to environmental pollution. Responsible for responding to maritime environmental pollution, the Coast Guard needs to prepare for responses to the higher potential of environmental issues emanating from increased underwater operations.

Significant Coast Guard’s roles and responsibilities include regulatory and prevention efforts designed to prevent hazards and threats before they occur. Multiple aspects of this
mission, known as marine safety, convey directly into appropriate efforts to address the expected increases in underwater activities.\textsuperscript{99} The Coast Guard is the primary agency for enforcing laws and regulations designed to promote safety of vessels and safety on the water.\textsuperscript{100} Examples include checking life jackets, flares, and lights on vessels. Additionally, the Coast Guard is responsible for inspecting commercial vessels to maintain safety standards and approving operators for carrying passengers.\textsuperscript{101} The expansion of vessels designed to operate under the water’s surface will require similar oversight, with the Coast Guard being the agency best suited to meet this need.

Besides enforcing the laws and regulations, the Coast Guard also assists in the development of the laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{102} Providing expertise and coordinating stakeholder meetings to facilitate public feedback on proposed laws, the Coast Guard plays an important role in the development of maritime regulations promoting safety. These same efforts apply to laws facilitating safe navigation and protecting natural resources in the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{103} As underwater operations become more prevalent, laws and regulations need to incorporate these activities. Although not the primary agency responsible for developing these laws and regulations, the Coast Guard will certainly require the expertise and knowledge of underwater operations to assist in the development of legislation to maintain safety and protect natural resources.

Furthermore, the Coast Guard currently supports waterway safety by providing systems for safe navigation.\textsuperscript{104} These systems incorporate the maintenance of aids to navigation to mark channels and zones for safe operations as well as efforts like vessel traffic services coordinating movement of shipping within large ports.\textsuperscript{105} Although it is unclear what type of navigation systems will be in place to coordinate underwater movement of vessels, particularly in high-
density areas, the Coast Guard will likely own a large responsibility in this activity. Because of this possibility, it will be necessary for Coast Guard personnel to possess adequate knowledge and capabilities to facilitate these types of operations.

To prevent future accidents, the Coast Guard also maintains partial responsibility for investigating maritime vessel accidents.\textsuperscript{106} This primarily has involved working with the National Transportation Board to investigate incidents like sunken fishing trawlers, tanker collisions with bridges, and similar type incidents.\textsuperscript{107} With the addition of extensive underwater activities, accidents involving submarines, remotely operated vehicles, and other types of vessels will require Coast Guard support to investigations. The combination of rising threats and the Coast Guard responsibilities to promote maritime safety necessitates the development of knowledge and expertise regarding underwater operations and the possession of capability to conduct investigations of underwater accidents.

Examining the likely threats emanating from increased underwater activity in the context of the roles and responsibilities of the Coast Guard demonstrates that developing a Coast Guard underwater mission set for the future is vital. The threat of accidents, smuggling or natural resource exploitation under the water’s surface will pull the Coast Guard missions into the underwater domain.\textsuperscript{108} The Coast Guard will likely receive primary responsibility for underwater search and rescue and countering underwater threats to ports, waterways, and coastal security. Meanwhile, other missions like counter drugs, illegal alien migrant interdiction, and protection of marine resources will be more widely shared with additional agencies, but still demand Coast Guard capacity and capability. The Coast Guard will also share responsibility for preventative efforts in response to the threats and hazards, again requiring the Coast Guard to possess knowledge and expertise of underwater activity.
Potential Solutions for Coast Guard Underwater Missions

Even as interactions in the underwater environment expand the hazards and threats that the Coast Guard must cope with, the advances in technology provides potential solutions. One of the most important aspects for the Coast Guard to remember while developing an underwater mission is that leveraging partnerships will be vitally important.\textsuperscript{109} Perhaps the most important partnership for supporting the underwater mission is the US Navy.\textsuperscript{110} With vast experience in conducting underwater missions, including combatting threats, operating underwater, and experimenting with technology, the US Navy possesses knowledge, expertise, and capabilities that could significantly enhance the Coast Guard’s efforts.\textsuperscript{111} Partnered with the Coast Guard in the \textit{Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower}, the US Navy also possesses a vital interest and critical role in addressing many of the potential threats.\textsuperscript{112} Promoting maritime security, control of the sea, and protection of the maritime environment, the \textit{Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower} provides a foundational basis for the partnership between the Coast Guard and Navy to address underwater threats.\textsuperscript{113} Utilizing the US Navy’s sonar capabilities aboard ships, particularly those actively engaged in counter drug operations, could assist in developing awareness of subsurface maritime activity.\textsuperscript{114} Similarly, the Coast Guard could learn from US Navy vessels already equipped to conduct counter-mine operations and develop capabilities similar to the specialty counter mine warfare modules designed to operate from the newest Littoral Combat Ships. Additionally, the Navy previously conducted research and experimentation in designing, testing, and utilizing remotely operated vehicles for detecting mines and other underwater threats.\textsuperscript{115} Through an astute partnership with the Navy, the Coast Guard can integrate existing knowledge and efforts to quicken the development of organic
underwater capabilities and prevent the duplication of efforts, thereby promoting efficiency and effectiveness in combatting the potential underwater threats.

Collaboration is not limited to the US Navy. Many other organizations are actively exploiting underwater capabilities and could provide useful knowledge, expertise, and support to address the underwater challenges. The Coast Guard needs to employ an approach incorporating all elements of national power to address concerns that arise from underwater activity, particularly in providing security and countering threats from transnational criminal organizations and terrorists.\textsuperscript{116} Policies to accomplish these objectives need to rely upon participation throughout the international community and address social issues associated with the threats.\textsuperscript{117} Developing appropriate regulations for governing the extraction of natural resources requires engagement with other federal agencies such as the Department of Energy, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, and the National Marine Fisheries Service. Active involvement with the potential stakeholders and regulatory organizations will be essential to developing the laws as well as the means for enforcement.\textsuperscript{118} Engagement throughout the Department of Homeland Security will also be a crucial requirement to leveraging resources and the responsibilities of other stakeholders to address the threats. For instance, working with the departments and agencies involved in the Human Smuggling and Trafficking Center will be crucial towards developing a whole of government approach to combatting the threat of smuggling terrorists into the country via submarines.\textsuperscript{119} To combat this possibility, the nation needs to assess the execution of antisubmarine operations against drug smugglers and terrorists.\textsuperscript{120} Overseeing research and development, grant programs, and funding, the Department of Homeland Security plays a critical roles in the Coast Guard’s development of an underwater mission and the development of potential methods for combatting these threats.
For instance, the Department of Homeland Security funded research projects through Centers of Excellence to address homeland security needs like the recording and tracking of underwater acoustic information to detect and identify vessels entering ports. Expanding similar research and concepts could address the underwater threats and enhance maritime domain awareness below the surface of the water.

Private sector organizations will also be critical partners for the Coast Guard in developing underwater capabilities. As discussed, universities and researchers from places like Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution play a vital role in the development and application of technology for underwater activities as well as methods to combat the hazards and threats. Similarly, private companies and businesses are expounding on technological capabilities for underwater activities that provide opportunities for the Coast Guard to leverage. As private companies lead the way in many underwater activities, such as deep-water drilling, exploring ocean trenches, and conducting deep-water salvage, it is vital for the Coast Guard to incorporate the available expertise and knowledge to understand and address the potential threats and hazards while mitigating potential consequences. The Coast Guard should collaborate with public and private entities to establish best practices, conduct exercises, and determine requirements for protecting critical infrastructure.

The technological advances and concepts increasing activity within the underwater environment also provide potential solutions to the threats and hazards for the Coast Guard. While remotely operated vehicles become more prevalent for operations like collecting environmental data, fixing underwater damage to structures, or salvaging sunken vessels, this technology also provides opportunities for the Coast Guard. The Coast Guard could incorporate
unmanned underwater vehicles to detect and neutralize mines while reducing risks to personnel as explored by the US Navy. Similarly, properly designed remotely operated vehicles could conduct underwater sweeps of piers, vessels, and structures looking for bombs, hidden compartments, or other potential threats as part of the Coast Guard homeland security mission. The Coast Guard could also use these types of vehicles to conduct surveillance operations within areas, identify and track potential underwater threats or determine changes in the underwater environment and structures, all while increasing maritime domain awareness.

Remotely operated vehicles provide the Coast Guard potential solutions to other challenges as well. For instance, unmanned underwater vehicles provide a method for capturing photographs and video in support of accident investigations. Enforcing rules and regulations regarding maintenance of structures and equipment, safety features, and resource extraction efforts located underwater is difficult without some method of conducting visual inspections underwater. Remotely operated vehicles present the capability of inspecting deep or remote underwater operations by providing visual imagery back to the surface for inspection needs. These types of operations could prove valuable in numerous other capacities as well for current operations. For instance, unmanned vehicles could investigate wreckage of sunken vessels to provide additional information for accident investigations or locate and recover the contents of sunken vessels for prosecuting smuggling cases.

Additionally, remotely operated vehicles have the capability to provide response capacity for underwater accidents and emergencies. Placing a cap over the ruptured Deepwater Horizon well required access and maneuverability in deep water beyond the capabilities of divers necessitating the use of an unmanned vehicle. Unmanned underwater vehicles could also respond to environmental disasters, detect excessive extraction of natural resources, or determine
environmental damages. Similarly, these vessels could also provide additional capacity to conduct underwater search and rescue by locating and possibly assisting mariners in distress. As the capabilities of remotely operated vehicles improve, these types of operations become easier and potentially present new methods to address the underwater threats and hazards.  

Consequently, it is important for the Coast Guard to engage actively in developing knowledge and capabilities with underwater unmanned vehicles quickly in anticipation of underwater operations.

Although remotely operated vehicles will provide astounding potential for future roles and activities, requirements still exist for the Coast Guard to develop other capabilities to address threats and hazards posed by increased underwater operations. Advances in submarine technology are likely to augment the ability of manned vehicles to operate underneath the water’s surface and conduct numerous operations. Manned submarines may be necessary to conduct some of the roles and responsibilities beyond the capability of remotely operated vehicles. For instance, while some rules are enforceable through video footage from unmanned vehicles, certain enforcement efforts will require active human interaction such as inspections, questioning, measurements, detaining subjects or similar actions. For example, unmanned underwater vehicles might be able to identify underwater vessels in the area, but stopping the vessels and conducting searches will require human involvement. While identifying the requirements is not complete, it is likely that the Coast Guard will need at least limited manned underwater capabilities. This capacity may come through miniature submarines designed for small teams or individuals. Although national defense threats may require larger submarines, the Navy already possesses this capability and capacity that the Coast Guard can leverage. As such, unless terrorist or drug organizations develop and present substantial underwater threats,
the Coast Guard would not need a fleet of large submarines, but could instead rely on smaller subs designed for special purposes.

In addition to manned submarines, the Coast Guard needs to incorporate sonar, radar, and acoustic devices capable of detection and tracking into their underwater mission capabilities for vessels and aircraft. While remotely operated vehicles provide some capacity to enhance maritime domain awareness, complete coverage would require larger systems around critical ports and threat areas. These types of systems, integrated with existing surface systems, improve the Coast Guard’s maritime domain awareness and counter potential underwater threats. Additionally, integrating these capabilities into existing units and platforms is imperative to achieving mission success in the underwater environment. For instance, adding sonar to Coast Guard cutters improves the ability of the Coast Guard to support national defense efforts in the event of war. This additional capability aboard cutters could also assist in other missions such as counter drugs or search and rescue by locating submerged vessels or other threats. The addition of already existing technology can quickly support early Coast Guard efforts to address underwater threats.

Ultimately, the most critical component for developing an underwater mission in the Coast Guard is promoting knowledge and expertise of the underwater environment and activities within its personnel. Since the increasing underwater threats and hazards overlap with Coast Guard roles and responsibilities, the organization’s personnel will need to lead efforts to combat the threats. The Coast Guard will require knowledge of underwater vehicles, natural resources, infrastructures, and other aspects of underwater threats to manage prevention and response efforts, including development of rules and regulations. Overall, successful development of an underwater mission set in the Coast Guard relies on attaining knowledgeable personnel.
**Conclusion**

Advancements in technology will continue to promote underwater activity that increases threats and hazards within Coast Guard missions. As discussed by the strategic project Evergreen II, the Coast Guard anticipates that these threats and hazards will require the Coast Guard to develop underwater mission capabilities.\(^{137}\) The multiple roles and responsibilities of the Coast Guard converge with the underwater threats and hazards to make the Coast Guard best suited to address the issues presented by the expanding activities in the underwater environment. Although further analysis of trends and growth in the underwater environment is necessary to determine the exact types and amounts of capabilities required, the Coast Guard needs to begin developing personnel with appropriate knowledge of underwater operations to address the challenges of the changing environment. Potential solutions are abundant, but incorporating the advancements and technological solutions requires capacity within the agency’s personnel.

Ultimately, the threats and hazards in the underwater environment are going to expand, requiring a response to protect the nation, its citizens, its resources, and the global economy.\(^{138}\) Because of the roles and responsibilities of the Coast Guard, the Coast Guard needs to begin developing underwater mission capabilities to ensure the nation is prepared to handle the challenges associated with the expanding activity in the underwater environment. Failure to engage in the development of an underwater mission capability leaves the nation and its citizens vulnerable to potential threats and hazards with grave consequences.
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